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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this study was to determine the changes in 
attitudes toward reading and writing descriptive poetry after training 
in sensory awareness and mental imagery among the following ability- 
grouped classes of tenth graders at Charles Marion Russell High School 
in Great Falls, Montana: (1) underachievers, (2) average students, 
and (3) accelerated students. 

The population consisted of fifty-seven tenth-grade students 
assigned to the researcher. The three classes were grouped by ability 
nineteen average students, twenty-one accelerated students, and seven¬ 
teen underachievers. Identical treatments were used for the three 
levels of students and were administered by the researcher. Because 
of the diversity of the three groups, no control group was used. 

In order to determine the attitude changes, a questionnaire 
was administered before and after the treatment, which consisted of 
three weeks of training in sensory awareness and mental imagery within 
a descriptive poetry unit. 

When the accumulated data were statistically tested by the 
t-test for dependent samples and the t-test for independent samples in 
order to answer the questions determined for the study, findings indi¬ 
cated that attitudes of girls changed more than attitudes of boys, 
that attitudes of students who had not studied poetry in ninth grade 
changed more than attitudes of students who had studied poetry in the 
ninth grade, and that each of the ability-grouped classes of students 
realized significant and favorable attitudinal changes after treatment 
In addition, findings indicated that the numbers of students who did 
not read optional poetry decreased and that the numbers of students 
who did read optional poetry increased after training in sensory 
awareness and mental imagery. 

Based upon the conclusions of this study, recommendations were 
made to the high school English teacher to use training in sensory 
awareness and mental imagery in order to favorably and significantly 
influence students' attitudes toward reading and writing descriptive 
poetry. Further recommendations were made for replication and for 
application of the training at the elementary and junior high school 
levels. 



Chapter One 

INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

INTRODUCTION 

These I have loved: 
White plates and cups, clean-gleaming 

Ringed with blue lines; and feathery, faery dust; 
Wet roofs, beneath the lamp-light; the strong crust 
Of friendly bread; and many-tasting food; 
Rainbows; and the blue bitter smoke of wood; 
And radiant raindrops couching in cool flowers; 
And flowers themselves, that sway through sunny hours. 
Dreaming of moths that drink them under the moon; 
Then, the cool kindliness of sheets, that soon 
Smooth away trouble; and the rough male kiss— 
Of blankets; grainy wood; live hair that is 
Shining and free; blue-massing clouds; the keen 
Unpassioned beauty of a great machine; ; 
The benison of hot water; furs to touch; ; 
The good smell of old clothes; and other such— 
The comfortable smell of friendly fingers. 
Hair's fragrance, and the musty reek that lingers 
About dead leaves and last year's ferns. . . 

Dear names. 
And thousand other throng to me! Royal flames; 
Sweet water's dimpling laugh from tap or spring; 
Holes in the ground; and voices that do sing; 
Voices in laughter, too; and body's pain, 
Soon turned to peace; and the deep-panting train; 
Firm sands; the little dulling edge of foam 
That browns and dwindles as the wave goes home; 
And washen stones, gay for an hour; the cold 
Graveness of iron; moist black earthen mould; 
Sleep; and high places; footprints in the dew; 
And oaks; and brown horse-chestnuts, glossy-new; 
And new-peeled sticks; and shining pools on grass; — 
All these have been my loves. And these shall pass. 
Whatever passes not, in the great hour, 
Nor all my passion, all my prayers, have power 
To hold them with me through the gate of Death. 
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They111 play deserter, turn with the traitor breath. 
Break the high bond we made, and sell Love's trust 
And sacramented covenant to the dust. 
—Oh, never a doubt but, somewhere, I shall wake. 
And give what's left of love again, and make 
New friends, now strangers. . . 

But the best I've known 
Stays here, and changes, breaks, grows old, is blown 
About the winds of the world, and fades from brains 
Of living men, and dies. 

Nothing remains. 

0 dear my loves, 0 faithless, once again 
This one last gift I give: that after men 
Shall know, and later lovers, far-removed. 
Praise you, "All these were lovely"; say, "He loved." 

(from "The Great Lover" by Rupert Brooke) 

Teachers know that poetry, more than any other kind 
of literature, can make pupils more aware of being alive. 
If it succeeds, poetry lifts those who respond to it above 
the petty concerns that consume the lives of dull unimagi¬ 
native people. Poetry stabilizes one's whole experience— 
thoughts, feelings, sensations. (Loban, Ryan, and Squire, 
1961:350) 

Unfortunately, poetry has little opportunity to succeed 

because the people who are "lifted" by it are few and far between; in 

the classroom they are even fewer and farther between! Generally, 

students neither enjoy, appreciate, understand, nor read poetry (Daw, 

1962). Frequently the lack of appreciation is due to a lack of 

exposure; sometimes the distaste is due to an inappropriate exposure. 

Whatever the cause, the results are morbid—for the student, for the 

teacher, and for the poet. 
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The mistake that teachers make is that they work from the out¬ 

side in to the student rather than from the inside out to literature 

(Tooman, 1966). Literature, especially poetry, speaks "the language 

of the imagination." (Frye, 1964:134) If the imagination of the 

reader is not trained, is it any wonder that he can neither understand 

nor speak the language? 

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

The problem of this study was to determine the changes in 

attitudes toward reading and writing descriptive poetry after 

training in sensory awareness and mental imagery among the following 

groups of tenth graders: (1) underachievers, (2) average students, 

and (3) accelerated students. 

CONTRIBUTION TO EDUCATIONAL THEORY 

The power of poetry is infinite if it is approached as imagi¬ 

native literature, if it is believed that the words of poetry have a 

realm of meaningfulness beyond themselves. In order to deal with 

this realm of the imagination, teachers must cultivate minds; that 

is not the same thing as teaching to learn facts and assimilate ideas 

(Mann, 1972). 

Teachers must deal with the additional skills of seeing and 

imaging (Bruner, 1966). They must push to greater levels of 
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consciousness in order to release the creative powers of the imagina¬ 

tion. The skill of seeing is preliminary to the skill of imaging. 

All our mental processes depend upon perception. 
Inadequate perceiving results in poor thinking, inappro¬ 
priate feeling, diminished interest in and enjoyment of 
life. Systematic training of perception should be an 
essential element in all education. (Huxley, 1976:353) 

Everyone is endowed with creative and imaginary powers which 

can be deliberately developed (Betts, 1923; Horowitz, 1970; McKellar, 

1972; Otto, 1976). The task of education should be to tap these un¬ 

developed resources in order that more people might function more 

closely to their full potentials as enlightened, creative, imaginative, 

aware individuals. Reason, which education has stressed in the past, 

is important, of course, but it should be only half of the concern; 

". . . the optimal educational environment stimulates and nurtures the 

intuitive as well as the rational, the imaginative as well as the 

practical, and the creative as well as the receptive functions of 

each individual." (Roberts and Clark, 1975:7) Education, although 

not wholely responsible for the deficiency, is the principal process 

by which the want could be replenished (HacLeish, 1959). 

Skillful teaching could train the imagination through practice 

in sensory awareness and through practice in mental imagery and then 

could employ the developed perception and imagination as learning 

tools (Betts, 1923). Since the reading of descriptive poetry commands 

mental images from the sensitive, alert reader and since the writing 
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of a descriptive poem demands an initial mental or physical image, 

poetry provides both an unusually appropriate vehicle and an equally 

appropriate setting for this training. 

The results of such training could be 

a genuine pleasure in reading poetry 
an increased awareness of the possibilities of language 
a heightened appreciation for the art of poetry 
an enhanced respect for poetry as an element of 

communication 
a desire to express oneself through poetry 

and beyond the literature 

an expanded awareness of the familiar 
a deepened significance for ordinary perception 
an understanding of the similarities of the worlds of 

perception and imagination 
an increased concreteness and specificity in expression 
a growing involvement of the whole person in the 

learning process. 

GENERAL QUESTIONS ANSWERED 

Did attitudes toward poetry of those who had studied poetry 

in junior high school differ from those who had not studied poetry 

in their junior high school English classes? 

Did attitudes of boys toward poetry change more than attitudes 

of girls toward poetry? 

Regarding poetry, was there a difference in attitudes of 

tenth graders who were underachievers, average students, or accel¬ 

erated students? 
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Was there an increase in the number of students who chose to 

read poetry even when it was not assigned? 

GENERAL PROCEDURE 

A questionnaire was developed by the researcher to determine 

attitudes of tenth graders toward reading and writing descriptive 

poetry. The questionnaire was administered before and after a poetry 

unit which included practice in mental imagery and sensory awareness. 

The questionnaire was administered to three groups of tenth graders 

assigned to this researcher at Charles Marion Russell High School in 

Great Falls, Montana: English 4, average students; English-English 

Study 4, underachievers; English 4A, accelerated students. Data were 

collected and analyzed to answer the questions of this study. 

LIMITATIONS AND DELIMITATIONS 

Limitation 1: Class size was determined by computer. 

Limitation 2: Components of English 4, the tenth-grade 

average class, were determined by computer which randomly assigned 

thirty students per class to each sophomore English instructor. 

Limitation 3: Accelerated students and underachievers, 

components of English 4A and English-English Study 4, were determined 

by the chairman of the English department who consulted Nelson-Denny 
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Reading Test scores, junior high English grades, junior high teachers* 

recommendations, and junior high counselors* recommendations. 

Delimitation 1: Subjects were delimited to include three 

classes of tenth graders assigned to the researcher at Charles Marion 

Russell High School in Great Falls, Montana. 

Delimitation 2: Poetry unit was delimited to descriptive 

poetry, that is, poetry which utilizes imagery. 

Delimitation 3: Sensory awareness and mental imagery training 

were delimited to the visual sense. 

DEFINITIONS OF TERMS 

A visual image is "the mental reconstruction of a visual 

experience" (Good, 1973:292); also, for this study, image. 

Imagery is the process of forming images, or of imaging, or 

of visualizing; also, "the total sensory suggestion of poetry." 

(Ciardi, 1960:868) 

or showing realization of the intake of the senses; consciousness; 

this study emphasized the visual sense. 

Creativity is "the human attribute of constructive originality; 

For this study the following definitions of terms were used: 

Perception is awareness. 

Sensory awareness or sensory perception is the act of having 

such factors as associative and ideational fluency. 
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adaptive and spontaneous flexibility, and the ability to elaborate in 

detail; beyond a fairly low minimum level [creativit^J does not appear 

to correlate either positively or negatively with intelligence." 

(Good, 1973:152) 

Descriptive poetry is "an order of words filled with images." 

(Franks, 1974:4) 

Visual literacy is the "intelligent critical response to 

visual stimuli." (Good, 1973:342) 

An underachiever is a student whose standardized intelligence 

test scores indicate average or above-average ability but whose per¬ 

formance in class has been below average. 

An accelerated student is a student whose standardized intelli¬ 

gence test scores are above average and whose performance in class has 

been above average. 

SUMMARY 

Poetry, more than any other kind of literature, has the power 

to make its readers more aware, more imaginative, even more stable. 

Many students, however, neither enjoy, appreciate, understand, nor 

read poetry. The problem might be the way that poetry is approached 

in the classroom or even if it is approached at all! Since poetry 

speaks the language of the imagination, the imager must be trained 

to use his imagination before we can expect a response to this genre. 
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The purpose of this study was to determine the changes in 

attitude toward poetry affected by the training of the imagination 

via sensory awareness and mental imagery. It was hoped that such 

training in the three levels of tenth-grade English classes would 

create a genuine pleasure in reading poetry, which has its own proper 

power, and that beyond the literature such training would increase 

awareness, enhance sensitivity, and intensify involvement, thus 

providing a means of moving toward the education of the whole person. 



Chapter Two 

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

INTRODUCTION 

Literature in the areas of mental imagery and sensory aware¬ 

ness is minimal, diversely scattered throughout the fields of visual 

perception, aesthetic awareness, imagination, multi-perceptual 

learning, sensory deprivation, and transpersonal psychology. The 

researcher has organized in the following sequence the topics 

pertinent to his study: 

I. Need for creativity 
II. Universality of creativity : 
III. Imagination as a learning tool 
IV. Need for imagination training 
V. Implementation of visual stimulation 
VI. Externalization of the imagination 
VII. Goals of transpersonal education 
VIII. Vehicle of poetry 

NEED FOR CREATIVITY 

Creative thinking is a powerful force which has given us the 

alphabet, printing, the radio, television, computers, and spacecraft; 

it has given us great art, architecture, music, and literature 

(Torrance, 1965). It could give us more! "Perhaps nothing could 

contribute more to the general x^elfare of our nation and the 
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satisfaction and mental health of its people than a general raising 

of the level of creativity.n (Torrance, 1965:11) 

In our educational system, the goal of such a human potenti¬ 

alities movement would be to cultivate normal human functioning beyond 

the average (Privette, 1968). We would be seeking to bring individuals 

to have more access to their intelligence, to be more observant, more 

alert, more able to concentrate (Loban, Ryan, and Squire, 1961). 

Although the external world would remain the same, the enriched 

internal potentials of people would transform the familiar into a new 

world of production (Khatena, 1975). The power of creativity would 

enrich and enlighten. Certainly the commonplace have been triggers 

for many great moments; objects which are unimportant to most people 

have become significant symbols for someone who sees clearly 

(Privette, 1968). 

UNIVERSALITY OF CREATIVITY 

Everyone has a personal endowment of creative and imaginative 

powers which could help him to see more clearly. The universality 

of creativity, regardless of sex or levels -of rigidity or flexibility, 

was determined by the Breskin Rigidity Test and the Something About 

Myself Test in a study of Hungarian adolescents (Khatena and Zetenyi, 

1975). Another study, this one using 410 air cadets as subjects, 

intercorrelated scores on fifty-three tests and extracted sixteen 
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common factors; one of the common single factors (Factor J) was 

creativity (Wilson, 1954). Everyone has a personal endowment of 

creative and imaginative powers; of equal significance to educators 

is the fact that these powers can be deliberately developed (Hourani, 

1964). 

A partial answer to learning to use hidden abilities may be 

found in studying people who have unusual creative abilities in 

order to determine factors which have affected their development 

(Roberts and Clark, 1975) . Imagery has been one important element in 

the creative process according to the creative people themselves 

(Paivio, b, 1971). Einstein, for example, has said that he discovered 

the theory of relativity by picturing himself riding a ray of light 

(Samuels and Samuels, 1975); in 1945 Einstein wrote, "The physical 

entities which seem to serve as elements in thought are certain signs 

and more or less clear images which can be voluntarily reproduced and 

combined." (Koestler, 1975:404) 

"I have a terrible lucidity at moments when nature is so 

beautiful," said Vincent Van Gogh; "I am not conscious of myself 
> 

anymore, and the pictures come to me as if in a dream." (Samuels 

and Samuels, 1975:250) 

Nearly all of the studies of creative individuals emphasize 

sensitivity toward environmental stimuli (Torrance, 1965). Anne 
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Dillard, the visually literate author of PILGRIM AT TINKER CREEK, 

wrote: 

I walk out; I see something, some event that 
would otherwise have been utterly missed and lost; or 
something sees me, some enormous power brushes me with 
its clean wing, and I resound like a beaten bell. I 
am an explorer then, and I am also a stalker, or the 
instrument of the hunt. ... I am the arrow shaft, 
carved along my length by unexpected lights and gashes 
from the very sky. . . . (Dillard in Schutz, 1967:31) 

George Segal commented that the imagination behind his work 

was shaped by whatever filled his visual field, not by books or 

lectures or theories; he merely carried the images with him (Staats, 

1977). Much of Margaret Mead's memory is tied to sensory images; she 

can walk around in 1907 as vividly as she can in 1977 (Houston, 1977). 

Margaret's mother trained Margaret's senses by exposing her to 

numerous stimuli even while she was still an infant. Margaret was 

encouraged to use all of her senses in any kind of activity; the 

result was an unusual ability to store memories and an unusual ability 

to learn (Houston, 1977). 

Educators, of course, cannot expect a creative genius in 

every child, but educators can help students tap their creative 

potentialities by providing for them practice in becoming more aware, 

more sensitive. Such practice works! The University of Buffalo 

researched thirty hours of training courses in brainstorming (Abbott 

and Haines, 1973), and Jean Houston studied problem learners at the 
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Foundation of Mind Research (Houston, 1977). All subjects showed 

significant gains in the quality and quantity of creative ideas after 

training. "Ordinary people," said Houston, "given opportunity and 

training, can learn to think, feel,'and know in new ways, to become 

more imaginative, and to aspire within realistic limits to a much 

larger awareness." (Houston, 1977:22) 

' According to the discoveries of the mentioned artists and the 

above research, enrichment would seem to begin with alerting the 

powers of the senses, increasing students’ visual literacy through 

exercises in sensory awareness. 

With indefatigable perseverance man is con¬ 
structing his life, giving a concrete and nearly-shaped 
image to that which is supposed unknown and which he 
alone, through his constructions, does constantly let be 
known. He creates the images of his world, he corrects 
them and he changes them in the course of years, of cen¬ 
turies. To that end he utilizes great plants, intricate 
laboratories, given to him with life; the laboratory of 
his mind; and through them he invents, construes, and 
constructs ways and means in the form of images for 
orientation in this world of his. (Gordon, 1972:67) 

No single experiment proves that imagery is one of the basic 

human attributes; the cumulative evidence, nevertheless, leads one to 
> 

conclude that his experiences are labeled and stored, and his images 

survive to increase stimulation and to assist him in re-experiencing 

and remembering (Doob, 1972). For a briefer proof, the reader might 

answer the following questions: Where is your car’s ignition switch? 

Who sat behind you in the sixth grade? Can you describe the layout 
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of your house without envisioning it? Everyone uses imagery (Cerraak, 

1975)! The extent to which imagery is used and the vividness with 

which images are seen depends a great deal on cultural factors such 

as education and experience (Samuels and Samuels, 1975). Inequality 

of motivation is an important contributor to the variance as well as 

a contributor to the problem of testing for imagery (Zikmund, 1972). 

Nevertheless, primary process thinking, thinking in images, is crucial 

to the creative process. Evidence suggests that by thinking in images, 

ideas can be formulated that are not possible if thinking is purely 

verbal (Houston, 1977). 

IMAGINATION AS A LEARNING TOOL ; 

Using mental imagery as a tool of learning is not a nex* idea. 

Even before Plato and Aristotle, Simonides of Ceos used visual 

imagery to increase memory capacity (McKellar, 1972). Few studies 

relating imagery to memory or learning followed this historical 

reference (Lindauer, 1972), but ten years ago the idea of using 

another eye, ’’the mind’s eye,” to assist in the learning process 

became legitimate study as scientists accepted as valid the realm 

of the intangible (Lindauer, 1972). 

Visualization is the way we think. Before 
\70rds, images were. Visualization is the heart of the 
biocomputer. The human brain programs and self-programs 
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through its images. Riding a bicycle, driving a car, 
learning to read, bake a cake, play golf—all skills 
are acquired through the image-making process. Vis¬ 
ualization is the ultimate consciousness tool. 
(Gerrard in Samuels and Samuels, 1975:xi) 

The implications for sensory involvement in learning began 

with studies of multi-perceptual involvement. Elementary school was 

the initial setting for the use of visual aids to help stimulate the 

learning process. A 1968 study of kindergarten, first grade, and 

second grade subjects resulted in the findings that the promotion of 

learning was better with visuals to assist and that the superiority 

of using visuals increased with grade level (Rohwer, 1970). Joe 

Khatena found that multi-perceptual learning, namely visual-auditory, 

has an important relationship with verbal processes as they relate 

to the imagination and ”may have positive implications for learning." 

(Khatena, 1975:13) 

The learning devices of visual aids and mental imagery were 

teamed by Jean Houston, Director of the Foundation of Mind Research. 

Studying problem learners, Houston developed a successful technique 

of multi-perceptual learning in which the children were taught to 

* 

think in images as well as words because, Houston thought, engaging 

more of the senses would get the children more involved in learning, 

and more learning would result (Houston, 1977). 

Facilitating recall by means of multiple-imagery and visual- 

imagery words was researched with deaf, blind, and normal children. 
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The children were asked to memorize words categorized by the image each 

might evoke: visual, auditory, or neutral (multiple). The percentages 

of correct recall for normal children were 83.3 percent for neutral 

words, 79.1 percent for visual words, and 75.0 percent for auditory 

words; the same pattern was observed for all groups, indicating the 

benefit of multiple-images and visual-images in learning, even for 

children deprived of physical visualization (Budeski, 1971). Allan 

Paivio, who also studied image-arousing capabilities of words, 

differentiated between abstract and concrete words to find that 

concrete words were higher in imagery and more easily learned than 

abstract constructions (Paivio, 1970). Findings of the above studies 

indicate that sensory involvement in learning is beneficial and that 

beneficial sensory involvement may provide either real or imaginary 

visualization. 

Another facet of the learning process, comprehension, was 

found by Paivio to benefit from the utilization of mental imagery 

(Paivio, a, 1971). In yet another study, eighty-six third graders 

with equal numbers randomly chosen from high, middle, and lox? 
I 

reading groups determined that eight-year-olds can use mental imagery 

to improve their comprehension of prose if they are given practice in 

prose selections and appropriate images. Average readers in the 

control group (those not given imagery practice) correctly answered 

13.96 (mean) questions of thirty questions asked after reading a 
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short story. However, average readers in the experimental group 

(those given practice in imaging) correctly answered 17.44 (mean) 

questions. The implementation of visual imagery in the learning 

process helped these third graders to comprehend the literature 

(Pressley, 1976). Fourth graders were found to benefit from the use 

of visual images also; vocabulary, however, was an added factor in 

this study. Three groups, categorized by the Iowa Test of Basic 

Skills as good readers, poor readers (those with vocabularies at or 

above grade level), and deficit poor readers (those with below grade 

level vocabularies), were given thirteen questions regarding a story 

after they had been instructed to read, to read and image, or to look 

at pictures. Good readers responded with 81 percent accuracy when told 

to read, 85 percent accuracy when told to look at pictures, and 95 

percent accuracy when told to read and image. The poor readers 

responded with percentages in the same pattern; deficit poor readers, 

however, did not benefit from imaging. An increased vocabulary would 

have moved the deficit poor readers to the poor reader group, but more 

importantly those extra words would have given them the stimuli for 
* . 

increased images to facilitate learning (Levin, 1973). (Perhaps the 

meanings we attach to words are really the images we attach to them!) 

Beneficiaries of visualization are not only elementary 

students; high school seniors indicated that they understood more 

of a 2190-word passage when they employed imagery as they read 
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(Anderson and Kulhavy, 1972). Also, college students who were labeled 

high-imagers by an Imagery Test Battery performed better on recall 

tasks than college students who were labeled low-imagers by the 

battery (Ernest and Paivio, 1969). Indications on all levels of 

instruction point toward the benefit visual imagery provides for 

comprehension as well as memory, both important parts of the process 

of learning. Studies investigated by this researcher indicate a 

beneficial inclusion of mental imagery into these tasks. Mental 

imagery has the potential to be a conscious learning tool. 

NEED FOR IMAGINATION TRAINING 

If one can think of the imagination as part of the mind, then 

he must admit imagination needs development through practice, 

training, and exercise (Warnock, 1976). If he can think of the 

imaging process as being similar to the perceiving process, then he 

must admit the preference for clear vision! Expanding normal levels 

of perceptual awareness would be the attack, but even becoming more 

aware of sensations as they occur would be a beginning (Samuels and 

Samuels, 1975). There is always more to experience; there is always 

more in what we experience. 

Man can do little more than accept what comes to him through 

the senses, but if he were exposed to the right stimuli, he would 

increase vivid, first-hand impressions and gradually come to a 
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higher condition (Warnock, 1976). Somehow he would become more alive; 

he would become more of whatever he might become (Privette, 1968). 

The parts of the body may be taught and trained, 
exercised and sharpened. The senses may be made more 
acute. . . . Sensory awareness and appreciation can be 
awakened so that more sensitivity to bodily feelings and 
natural events can be developed. . . . The creative 
potential can be nurtured and brought to fruition. 
(Schutz, 1967:17-18) 

Deeper meanings and greater appreciation spring up around those 

who become conscious of the present (Warnock, 1976), and they become 

conscious of the active process tying themselves together, past with 

present with dreams. Imaging lies here between memory and perception; 

images are based upon what is remembered of the past, and what is 

remembered of the past is based upon images (Neisser, 1972) . People 

have the ability, as Warnock believes, to see the world, whether 

present or absent, as significant (Warnock, 1976). 

It would seem to follow that since more acute perception of 

the environment opens doors to appreciation, that more acute imaging 

would do likewise. 

A lively image is intrinsically more likely to be 
associated with a passion than a faint’ image. The more 
lively and detailed the picture in the mind, the more 
intense the feeling. (Warnock, 1976:38) 

Certainly, ultimately, the goal must be for people to feel, 

to care about what they see. Freeing students of limitations by 

creating activities for them which aim toward discovering potentials 
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can help students regardless of their creative level and regardless of 

their age level (Khatena, 1975). 

IMPLEMENTATION OF VISUAL STIMULATION 

No young child at first sees objects as we see 
them, or hears sounds as we hear them. This power, the 
power of perception, is a gradual development. It 
grows day by day out of the learner’s experience in his 
world of sight and sounds, and whatever other fields his 
senses respond to. (Betts, 1923:102) 

Aesthetic education is the ’’education of those senses upon 

which consciousness, and ultimately intelligence and judgment are 

based." (Abbott and Haines, 1973:8) The sense of sight is the 

strongest of all the senses because the eye is quick and willing and 

because the eye brings with it the entire being's involvement (Paivio, 

b, 1971). 

Seeing, because it brings so much interest into 
our lives, almost invariably stimulates further seeing. 
Deprived of that chain reaction, the habit of not-seeing 
grows even stronger. As a result, we can be improperly 
charged for visual experiences by having become both 
habit-bound and habitually unobservant. (Parmenter, 1968: 
119) 

The two greatest enemies of vision,’ lethargy and laziness, can 

be combatted by education. To increase the child’s capabilities for 

experiencing the visual environment provides him with a kind of 

sensory awakening, a visual literacy, that has tremendous potential 

"for providing at least partial solutions to many problems facing us 
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in the areas of motivation, relevancy, and efficient learning in the 

classroom." (Nelson, R., 1975:525) Teachers who are aware of the range 

of experiences offered by visual literacy can encourage and teach 

sensitivity to visual images and thus help expand their students1 

powers of perception and expression (Platt, 1975). A visually lit¬ 

erate person can facilitate his willful use of combinations of senses 
# 

which will lead to effective and permanent learning (Nelson, R., 1975). 

The heightened sensitivity to experience hopefully will be a sensitiv¬ 

ity so pleasant and rewarding that pupils will continue to use their 

sensitivity toward literature and other experiences beyond the class¬ 

room (Loban, Ryan, and Squire, 1961). 

"The better people train their minds to perceive external 

images, the easier it becomes for them to imagine internal images as 

well" (Samuels and Samuels, 1975:114) primarily because of the 

similarity between the way the real world is perceived and the way the 

world of imagery is constructed (Neisser, 1972). Consequently, those 

who benefit from seeing pictures with a lesson will also benefit from 

instruction to create mental pictures. Thq teacher who begins with 

developing visual literacy has a head start toward developing mental 

imagery. 

By the time students have learned to use visual 
techniques, they have added another dimension to their 
experience. Consider the far-reaching effects this can 
have on society. People who learn to relate their visual 
perception to their lives and environments might concern 
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themselves with the way the planet looks. . . . They 
can try to assess the visual attitudes of others: their 
painting, their surroundings, their cinema, even their 
manner of dress. . . . This can lead them to the history 
of art, to anthropology, to sociology, to architecture. 
The possibilities are endless. In fact, they reach as 
far as the human eye can see and offer as much as the 
human mind can encompass. Nothing is more important 
than getting started. (Platt, 1975:25-26) 

This consideration of visual stimulation brings to focus the 

dependency of perceptions. Abbott and Haines pursued the effect of 

increasing aesthetic perceptions on improving positiveness in percep¬ 

tions, including the self-concept. Thirteen pupils, grades six to 

eleven, from divergent backgrounds participated in a five-week program 

implemented by two art teachers. Data were collected and analyzed 

comparing pretests and posttests, personal interviews, anecdotal 

records, and the Child's View of Himself Scale. All students showed 

increased positiveness in the way they perceived on eleven items, 

including mental ability, physical attractiveness, relationships with 

pupils, relationships with adults, relationships with parents, physical 

aspects of school, and immediate educational activities. Posttesting 

showed an elmination of all negative perceptions except physical 

attractiveness. Most significant changes in perceptions were made 

in the ways subjects perceived physical aspects of school (69 percent 

perception change) and immediate educational activities (53 percent 

perception change). Findings confirm an increased positiveness in 

certain perceptions after increased aesthetic awareness (Abbott and 
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Haines, 1973). 

Aesthetic awareness involving the physical senses was reported 

to relate significantly to the self-perception and vividness of imagery 

of college adults in research studies by Khatena (Khatena, 1975). 

Friedman and Marks (1965), as reported by Richardson, concluded that 

"an artistic, sensitive, and creative self concept is related to a 

syndrome that includes imagery." (Richardson, 1972:122) Increased 

aesthetic awareness, which involves practice in becoming more sensitive 

to one’s environment, seems to have an eventual bearing on one’s 

self concept. Increased self awareness promotes increased positiveness 

in perceptions of one’s environment and one’s own mental potential, 
\ 

including confidence and initiative (Hourani, 1964). j 

"The man who has learned to use his eyes will never ask him¬ 

self: ’Is life worth living?’" (Parmenter, 1968:344) Human beings 

are dominated by visual concepts and consequently visual perceptions 

(Ladevich, 1974); eighty-five percent of what man knows has been 

learned via eyes, as opposed to fifteen percent via the other four 

senses together (Nelson, R., 1975). Since the optic nerve contains 

eighteen times as many neurons as the cochlear nerve, for example, 

"we assume it transmits at least that much more information." (Hall, 

1966:40) The beginning of aesthetic awareness consequently seems to 

lie with the educated eye. Education, emphasizing the belief that 

man learns while he sees and that what he learns influences what he 
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sees, recognizes the capacity and necessity for humans to go beyond 

what is in front of their noses (Warnock, 1976). A new concept, 

aesthetic education, begins here to educate the senses in order to 

improve intake. "Nothing can happen within the child until he has 

perceived, and the quality of his intake affects everything that 

happens thereafter." (Abbott and Haines, 1973:5) 

The eye by nature is interested in objects and 
concrete appearances.- So if we can be intelligent 
enough to let the eye operate on reality in its natural 
manner and if we will allow it enough time to pull its 
reluctant mental partner into the act, we have the 
means of being transported out of the grinding low of 
subjectivity into the happiness of self-ignoring 
freedom that comes with contented absorption in the 
objective world. (Parmenter, 1968:161) 

In creativity, the skill of involvement, the power of concen¬ 

tration, is necessary as a determining factor in the degree of sensory 

involvement of a person observing or imaging. In a fourth grade 

classroom, for example, students found that as they "sensorially 

absorbed and reacted naturally to the world around them, their livers 

and spleens and corpuscles and hairs became involved in creation!" 

(Fennimore, 1976:603) Their classroom became an environment which 
* 

capitalized on their natural sensitive awareness. This natural 

sensitive awareness, moreover, became basic equipment in learning 

(Fennimore, 1976). 

Working with the power of concentration by promoting sensory 

awareness also promotes visualization; the alertness, clarity of 
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thought, and feeling of participation are necessary to both observing 

and visualizing. As a person visualizes clearly, he becomes open to 

all the potentialities of the image because he concentrates. His only 

goal at the moment is to hold the image in his mind. He becomes at one 

with his world, and through this participation he has given the full 

response demanded of him. There is a "feeling of union between the 

person and the object being visualized. It calls up an emotional- 

physiological response that involves a person's whole being." (Samuels 

and Samuels, 1975:65) This "participation mystique" is what makes 

visualization an active process. The degree of involvement determines 

the clarity and meaningfulness of the object. The person feels 

actively related; he is not a bystander, not a victim. "Bringing an 

object into clear focus calls forth, or even demands, full response." 

(Privette, 1968:216) 

EXTERNALIZATION OF THE IMAGINATION 

The response, after being initiated by the object, clarified 

by the imager, and further demanded and directed by the instructor, 

completes the learning cycle. "Psychologists say that nothing is 

truly learned until it is externalized in some form. All effective 

education then is essentially creative." (Heffernan, 1959:6) We 

need to follow our vivifying the mental image with making the image 

physical, by making the image the stimuli for production, for 
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creativity, in order to achieve the totality of experience. To the 

English teacher this means writing, but it also might mean speaking or 

painting or any activity which forces the observer to externalize what 

his'imagination sees (Weitzel, 1975). Each practice in articulating 

impressions will enlarge his visual vocabulary (Parmenter, 1968), and 

next time externalizing will be easier, clearer, more personal, more 

mefaningful. "Every author whose work has any authenticity puts max¬ 

imum stress on plumbing his own feelings and ideas and then heaving 

them out with the utmost clarity and openness. . . ." (Maloney, 1971: 

63) 

The creative teacher can assist in each part of the process: 

the stimulation, the concentration, the clarification, the externalize* 

tion. The teacher is thus moving the student into an area of complete¬ 

ness in his creative process, the realm of transpersonal education. 

GOALS OF TRANSPERSONAL EDUCATION 

Transpersonal education is barely emerging. Based upon a 

relatively new concept, transpersonal psychology (Roberts and Clark, 

1975), transpersonal education is primarily concerned with the optimum 

development of human consciousness (Clark, 1975) . Two of its goals 

are to develop an atmosphere that will stimulate and nurture the 

inward growth of creatively visionary persons and to enlarge both the 

awareness of reality and the capacity of experiencing its deeper 
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levels (Redmond, 1974). The aim is not to use transpersonal education 

as a substitute for present modes, but rather to expand present forms 

of education and include "the development of those functions which 

have been neglected in order to bring about a balance between intel¬ 

lectual and intuitive, conscious and unconscious, verbal and spatial, 

physical, emotional, mental, and spiritual processes." (Clark, 1974:6) 

Within the emerging realms of transpersonal education lie two skills 

waiting to bloom: sensory awareness and mental imagery. 

THE VEHICLE OF POETRY 

Why has poetry been chosen as the vehicle and setting for 

mental imagery and sensory awareness? Because poetry is a universal 

language; "everyone who has an emotion and a language knows something 

about poetry." (Ciardi, 1960:678) 

A poem offers a total literary experience. At the same time 

that poetry shows the possibilities of language, this rich genre 

invigorates the whole consciousness and calls forth a succession of 

vivid thought images (Horowitz, 1970); by so doing poetry requires 

> 

responses from the whole nature of man (Loban, Ryan, and Squire, 

1961) . "All literature shares this potential of invigorating the 

entire personality; poetry, when it succeeds, merely does so more 

completely." (Loban, Ryan, and Squire, 1961:350) 
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"Ut pictura poesis erlt similisgue poesi sit pictura: a poem 

will be like a picture and let a picture also be similar to a poem." 

(DE ARTE GRAPHICA, 1665, as reported by Warnock, 1976:104) Through 

its language, poetry sharpens sense? and freshens awareness, leading 

readers through its visual accuracy to a somehow intuitive under¬ 

standing (Loban, Ryan, and Squire, 1961). 

# 

. . . As imagination bodies forth 
The form of things unknown, the poet's pen 
Turns them to shapes, and gives to airy nothing 
A local habitation and a name. 

William Shakespeare 
A MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S DREAM 

The poet's unique point of departure is the unconscious. He 

is first of all a man capable of visionary experience and only 

secondarily a writer of verse (Scoogins, 1966). He has faith in the 

imagination; his poetry consists of knowing how to express and 

communicate his visions (Warnock, 1976). If the student is to under¬ 

stand, if the student is to re-create these visions, the teacher must 

help him cultivate a sharpened awareness and heightened imagining 

power. We want the student to create, as Marianne Moore described, 

"imaginary gardens with real toads in them"! 
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SUMMARY 

The cultivation of the powerful force of creativity could 

contribute to the general welfare of our nation and to the mental 

health of our people. Everyone has a personal endowment of creative 

powers. Studying people who seem to be unusually creative has given 

us insight concerning the necessity of imaging as part of the creative 

process. One's ability to image could be developed and used as a 

conscious learning tool. 

Through visual stimulation, a heightened sensitivity to the 

physical world could be achieved. Because of the similarities between 

physically perceiving and mentally imaging, the ability to visualize 

would increase as the sensitivity developed. Educators could then 

assist the student to externalize his images; the step of externalizing 

would complete the learning cycle. 

Transpersonal education is primarily concerned with the optimum 

development of human consciousness. Its aims are to stimulate inward 

growth and to enlarge awareness. Because of the visionary content of 

poetic language, this researcher has chosen’poetry as the vehicle and 

setting to achieve these aims. 



Chapter Three 

PROCEDURES 

INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this study was to determine the changes in 

attitudes toward reading and writing descriptive poetry after 

training in sensory awareness and mental imagery among the following 

ability-grouped classes of tenth graders at Charles Marion Russell 

High School in Great Falls, Montana: (1) underachievers, (2) average 

students, and (3) accelerated students. In order to determine the 

attitude changes, a questionnaire was developed by and administered 

by the researcher before and after training in sensory awareness and 

mental imagery. This chapter will further describe the population, 

define the treatment, and explain the methods of collecting, organ¬ 

izing, and analyzing data for this study. 

POPULATION 

The population consisted of'fifty-seven tenth-grade students 

in three English classes assigned to the researcher at C. M. Russell 

High School in Great Falls, Montana. The three classes were grouped 

by ability: English 4 contained nineteen average students, English- 
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English Study 4 was composed of seventeen underachievers, and English 

4A was comprised of twenty-one accelerated students. 

Components for the English 4 class were determined by computer 

and then randomly distributed among the teachers of tenth-grade 

English at C. M. Russell High School. Components for English-English 

Study 4 and English 4A were determined by the chairman of the English 

department at C. M. Russell High School who used as criteria the 

Nelson-Denny Reading Test scores, junior high school English grades, 

junior high school teachers' recommendations, and junior high school 

counselors' recommendations. The accelerated students were placed 

into one class, English 4A, and assigned to the researcher. The 

underachievers were randomly placed into three classes of English- 

English Study 4; the researcher was assigned to one of these classes. 

The entire population of the three classes of tenth graders 

assigned to the researcher was used in the study: one class of 

average students, one class of underachievers, and one class of 

accelerated students. Fifty-seven tenth graders participated in 

the study. 

TREATMENT 

The treatment for this experimental study was training in 

sensory awareness and mental imagery using various in-class tech¬ 

niques to increase students' perceptions and imaging abilities. 
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(Examples of techniques are given in Appendix B.) Identical treat¬ 

ments were used for the three levels of students and were administered 

by the researcher. Instrumentation was maintained as a constant since 

pretest and posttest instruments were identical. Because of the 

diversity of using the three groups, no control group was used. A 

recognized uncontrollable variable was the approach and personality 

of the instructor. 

METHOD OF COLLECTING DATA 

A questionnaire was developed by the researcher to determine 

students' attitudes toward descriptive poetry. Questions were 

written for the instrument which most directly answered the hypotheses 

and question determined for this study; vocabulary was chosen which 

was appropriate to the levels of tenth graders who participated in 

the study. A Likert scale using 5, 4, 3, 2, and 1 points per item 

was utilized for scoring responses. The questionnaire was adminis¬ 

tered as a pretest and as a posttest in order to determine attitudes 

before and after treatment and in order to determine attitude changes. 

The pretest was administered by the researcher immediately 

previous to the poetry unit. The posttest was administered by the 

researcher three weeks later, immediately following the treatment of 

imagination training within the poetry unit. 
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The face validity of the instrument was assessed by the 

researcher*s advisor, by the head of the English department at C. M. 

Russell High School, and by two sophomore-level English instructors 

at C. M. Russell High School. 

The reliability of the instrument was determined by the test- 

retest method. The test was administered on October 3, 1977, to a 

group of twenty-eight tenth graders who had not participated in a 

tenth-grade poetry unit, who were not participating in a poetry unit 

at the time of the reliability check, and who would not be partici¬ 

pating in the experiment. The instrument was administered to the 

same group of twenty-eight students again on October 18, 1977. 

Scores from both the pretest and posttest were tabulated by the 

researcher and checked by the researcher for accuracy. Scores were 

then submitted to the computer center at Montana State University 

where the Pearson Product-Moment coefficient of correlation of +.9327 

(r = +.9327) was determined. (A sample of the instrument is provided 

in Appendix A.) 

METHOD OF ORGANIZING DATA 

Data for the statistical hypotheses and question, enumerated 

in the following part of this chapter, were organized into summary 

tables as shown in Chapter Four. 
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STATISTICAL HYPOTHESES AND QUESTION 

The statistical hypotheses which were formulated as a result 

of the questions and statement of problem of this study were the 

following: , 

Null Hypothesis 1: Attitudes of boys toward poetry will not 

change more than attitudes of girls toward poetry. 

Alternative Hypothesis 1: Attitudes of boys toward poetry 

will change more than attitudes of girls toward poetry. 

Null Hypothesis 2: Attitudes of students who have studied 

poetry in ninth grade will not change more than attitudes of students 

who have not studied poetry in ninth grade. 

Alternative Hypothesis 2: Attitudes of students who have 

studied poetry in ninth grade will change more than attitudes of 

students who have not studied poetry in ninth grade. 

Null Hypothesis 3: Attitudes of underachievers toward poetry 

will not change after treatment. 

Alternative Hypothesis 3: Attitudes of underachievers toward 

poetry will change after treatment.' 

Null Hypothesis 4: Attitudes of average students toward 

poetry will not change after treatment. 

Alternative Hypothesis 4: Attitudes of average students 

toward poetry will change after treatment. 
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Null Hypothesis 5: Attitudes of accelerated students toward 

poetry will not change after treatment. 

Alternative Hypothesis 5: Attitudes of accelerated students 

toward poetry will change after treatment. 

Since a change in students' values was also .a concern of the 

study and since a statistical hypothesis was unemployable in this 

area, a final question was formulated for analysis: Was there an 

increase in the numbers of students who chose to read poetry even 

when it was not assigned? 

ANALYSIS OF DATA 

The statistical test employed for the above hypotheses was 

the t-test. Hypotheses 1 and 2 applied the t-test for independent 

samples; hypotheses 3, 4, and 5 used the t-test for dependent samples. 

The final question was analyzed by determining the differences in the 

numbers of responses to the fifth item on the instrument, a yes-or-no 

question: "I read poetry even when it is not assigned." 

PRECAUTIONS TAKEN FOR ACCURACY 

The researcher employed various precautions to ensure the 

accuracy of the data accumulated for this study. Calculations made 

by hand and recording of data were checked and rechecked by the 

researcher. Steps taken during accumulation and analysis of data 
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were checked by advisor to further ensure accuracy. The.Pearson 

Product-Moment coefficient of correlation, t-tests for dependent 

samples, and t-tests for independent samples were determined by the 

computer center at Montana State University. 

SUMMARY 

This study determined the changes in attitudes toward poetry 

of three groups of tenth graders at Charles Marion Russell High 

School in Great Falls, Montana. The students were grouped by ability 

as underachievers, average students, or accelerated students. The 

three groups were given identical treatments by the researcher; 

the treatment was three weeks of training in sensory awareness and 

mental imagery within a descriptive poetry unit. A questionnaire was 

developed by the researcher and used as a pretest and posttest to 

determine attitude changes. Reliability and validity checks were 

made before the administration of the instrument. The formulated 

hypotheses were tested via t-tests and an additional question 

determined for the study was also tested; the accumulated data were 

organized into tables. The researcher employed various precautions 

to ensure the accuracy of the data accumulated for this study. 



Chapter Four 

ANALYSIS OF DATA 

INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this study was to determine the changes in 

attitudes toward reading and writing descriptive poetry after training 

in sensory awareness and mental imagery among the following ability- 

grouped classes of tenth graders at Charles Marion Russell High 

School in Great Falls, Montana: (1) underachievers, (2) average 

students, and (3) accelerated students. In order to determine the 

attitude changes, a questionnaire was administered by the researcher 

before and after training in sensory awareness and mental imagery. 

The study obtained answers to four questions which were stated 

in Chapter One. The results of Hypothesis 1 are pertinent to the 

question: Did attitudes of boys toward poetry change more than 

attitudes of girls toward poetry? The results of Hypothesis 2 speak 

to the question: Did attitudes toward poetry of those who had studied 

poetry in junior high school differ from those who had not studied 

poetry in their junior high school English classes? The results 

of Hypotheses 3, 4, and 5 are pertinent to the third question: 

Regarding poetry, was there a difference in attitudes of tenth 

graders who were underachievers, average students, or accelerated 
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students? The accumulated data, which were organized into summary 

tables for each of the five statistical hypotheses, will be analyzed 

in this chapter. The additional question determined for this study 

will also be discussed. 

PRESENTATION OF FINDINGS 

Null Hypothesis 1: Attitudes of boys toward poetry will not 

change more than attitudes of girls tox^ard poetry. 

Alternative Hypothesis I: Attitudes of boys toward poetry 

will change more than attitudes of girls tox^ard poetry. 

TABLE 1 

A Comparison of Pretest and Posttest Scores of Attitudes 

Toxrard Poetry for Tenth-Grade Boys and Girls 

Boys 

Girls 

Cases 

30 

27 

PRETEST 

Mean SD 

40.03 12.12 

47.93 12.82 

POSTTEST 

Mean SD 

46.87 9.97 

57.74 7.86 

Difference 

6.84 

9.81 

Critical Computed 

df t-value* t-score Difference 

Boys 52 2.007 2.385 .378 

Girls 58 2.002 3.391 1.389 

*Tx7o-tailed test at .05 level of significance 
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The null hypothesis was retained. The t-test for independent 

samples was used. Thirty males attained a pretest mean of 40.03 and 

a posttest mean of 46.87; at the .05 level of significance the 

critical t-value was 2.007, and the computed t-score was 2.385. The 

computed t-score exceeded the t-value by .378. The twenty-seven 

females, however, attained a pretest mean of 47.93 and a posttest 

mean of 57.74; at the .05 level of significance, the critical t-value 

was 2.002, and the computed t-score was 3.391. The computed t-score 

exceeded the critical t-value by 1.389. The data indicate that 

attitudes of females changed more than the attitudes of males. 

TABLE 2 

A Comparison of Pretest and Posttest Scores of Attitudes 
Toward Poetry for Tenth-Graders Who Have and 

Who Have Not Studied Poetry 
as Ninth Graders 

PRETEST POSTTEST 
Cases Mean SD Mean SD Difference 

Have Studied 19 50.58 13.87 57.05 9.82 6.47 

Have Not Studied 38 40.37 11.20 49.05 10.02 9.13 

Critical Computed 
df t-value* t-score Difference 

Have Studied 36 2.028 1.661 .367 

Have Not Studied 74 1.992 3.747 1.755 

*Two-tailed test at .05 level of significance 
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Null Hypothesis 2: Attitudes of students who have studied 
l 

poetry in ninth grade will not change more .than attitudes of students 

who have not studied poetry in ninth grade. 

Alternative Hypothesis 2: Attitudes of students who have 

studied poetry in ninth grade will change more than attitudes of 

students who have not studied poetry in ninth grade. 

The null hypothesis was accepted on the basis of data supplied 

by the t-test for independent samples. Nineteen students who had 

studied poetry as ninth graders pretested at a mean of 50.58 and 

posttested at a mean of 57.05; at the .05 level of significance, the 

critical t-value was 2.028, but the computed t-score was 1.661. This 

computed t-score was outside the critical t-value range by .367 

indicating an insignificant change. The thirty-eight students who 

had not studied poetry as ninth graders, however, pretested at 40.37 

and posttested at 49.05. The critical t-value at the .05 level of 

significance was 1.992; the computed t-score, 3.747, exceeded the 

t-value by 1.755. Data indicate, as summarized on Table 2, that 

tenth-grade students who had not studied poetry in the ninth grade 

showed a significant attitudinal change, whereas students who had 

studied poetry did not show a significant attitudinal change after 

treatment. 

Null Hypothesis 3: Attitudes of underachievers toward poetry 

will not change after treatment. 
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Alternative Hypothesis 3: Attitudes of underachievers toward 

poetry will change after treatment. 

TABLE 3 

A Comparison of Pretest and Posttest Scores of Attitudes 

Toward Poetry for Tenth-Graders 

Who Are Underachievers 

Cases 
PRETEST 

Mean SD 
POSTTEST 

Mean SD Difference 

Underachievers 17 36.76 14.66 47.94 9.15 11.18 

df 

Critical 

t-value* 

Computed 

t-score Difference 

Und erachievers 16 2.110 4.267 2.157 

'■^Two-tailed test at .05 level of significance 

Using data from the t-test for dependent samples, the 

researcher rejected the null hypothesis and accepted the alternative 

hypothesis. The group of seventeen underachievers pretested at a 

mean of 36.76 and posttested at a mean of 47.94; the mean difference 

was 11.18. The critical t-value at a .05 level of significance, 2.110, 

was exceeded by the computed t-score of 4.267 by 2.157. The under¬ 

achievers, as shown in Table 3, indicated a significant change in 

attitude after treatment. 

Null Hypothesis 4: Attitudes of average students toward 

poetry will not change after treatment. 
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Alternative Hypothesis 4: Attitudes of average students, 

toward poetry will change after treatment.- 

TABLE 4 

A Comparison of Pretest and Posttest Scores of Attitudes 
Toxjard Poetry for Tenth-Graders 

Who Are Average Students 

Cases 
PRETEST 

Mean SD 
POSTTEST 

Mean SD Difference 

Average Students 19 47.89 10.41 54.00 9.17 6.11 

df 
Critical 
t-value* 

Computed 
t-score Difference 

Average Students 18 2.093 3.571 1.478 

*Two-tailed test at .05 level of significance 

The null hypothesis was rejected on the basis of data given 

by the t-test for dependent samples. The average students1 pretest 

mean was 47.89, and their posttest mean was 54.00 which indicates a 

mean change of 6.105. The critical t-value at the .05 level of 

significance was 2.093; since the computed t-score was 3.571, a 

change of 1.478 was found. Data support a significant and favorable 

change in attitudes of average students after treatment. 

Null Hypothesis 5: Attitudes of accelerated students 

toward poetry will not change after treatment. 
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Alternative Hypothesis 5: Attitudes of accelerated students 

toward poetry will change after treatment. 

TABLE 5 

A Comparison of Pretest and Posttest Scores of Attitudes 
Toward Poetry for Tenth-Graders 

Who Are Accelerated Students 

PRETEST 
Cases Mean SD 

POSTTEST 
Mean SD Difference 

Accelerated Students 21 45.71 11.82 53.52 12.07 7.81 

df 
Critical 
t-value* 

Computed 
t-score Difference 

Accelerated Students 20 2.030 3.529 1.449 

*Two-tailed test at .05 level of significance 

The null hypothesis was rejected on the basis of data given 

by the t-test for dependent samples. Twenty-one accelerated students 

pretested at a mean of 45.71 and posttested at a mean of 53.52 

indicating a mean change of 7.809. The critical t-value at the .05 

level of significance was 2.030. Since the computed t-score, 3.529, 

exceeded the critical t-value by 1.449, a significant change in the 

attitudes of accelerated students was found. 

In summary, as shown in Table 6, the three ability-grouped 

classes of tenth-graders showed significant changes in attitudes 

toward poetry after treatment in sensory awareness and mental imagery. 
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TABLE 6 

A Summary Comparison of Pretest and Posttest Scores of Attitudes 
Toward Poetry of Tenth-Graders Who Are Underachievers, 

Average Students, and Accelerated Students 

Cases 
PRETEST 

Mean SD 
POSTTEST 

Mean SD ^ Difference 

Underachievers 17 36.76 14.66 47.94 9.15 11.18 

Average Students 19 47.89 10.41 54.00 9.17 6.11 

Accelerated Students 21 45.71 11.82 53.52 12.07 7.81 

df 
Critical 
t-value* 

Computed 
t-score Difference 

Underachievers 16 2.110 4.267 2.157 

Average Students 18 2.093 3.571 1.478 

Accelerated Students 20 2.080 3.529 1.449 

*Two-tailed test at .05 level of significance 

The final question, Was there an increase in the numbers of 

students who chose to read poetry even when it was not assigned?, was 

analyzed by determining the differences in the numbers of responses 

to the fifth item on the instrument, a yes-or-no question: "I read 

poetry even when it is not assigned.11 
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TABLE 7 

A Comparison of Pretest and Posttest Responses to 
Question Concerning Optional Reading of Poetry 

PRETEST 
No Yes 

POSTTEST 
No Yes 

Underachievers 14 3 11 6 

Average Students 14 5 3 16 

Accelerated Students 16 5 3 18 

TOTALS 44 13 17 40 

The pretest results indicated that 77 percent (44 of 57) did 

not read poetry when it x^as not assigned; the posttest results showed 

that 30 percent (17 of 57) did not read poetry when it was not 

assigned. Pretest results also indicated that 23 percent (13 of 57) 

of the students chose to read poetry when it was not assigned, and 

posttest results indicated that 70 percent (40 of 57) of the students 

chose to read poetry when it was not assigned. In summary, percentages 

of students who did not read poetry dropped from 77 percent to 30 per¬ 

cent, and percentages of students who chose to read poetry increased 

from 23 percent to 70 percent after treatment. 

An interesting observation based on the responses of each 

ability-grouped class was that the increase in affirmatives from the 
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accelerated class was from five (pretest) to eighteen (posttest); 

from the average students' class the increase was from five pretest 

affirmatives to sixteen posttest affirmatives, and the increase of 

affirmative responses in the underachievers' class was from three 

(pretest) to six (posttest). Looking at each ability-grouped class 

reveals that after the treatment most of the average and accelerated 

students decided to read poetry by choice; on the other hand, very 

few of the underachievers made that decision. 

SUMMARY 

This study determined the changes in attitudes toward reading 

and writing descriptive poetry after training in sensory awareness 

and mental imagery among three ability-grouped classes of tenth- 

graders at Charles Marion Russell High School in Great Falls, Montana. 

The accumulated data were organized into summary tables for each of 

the five statistical hypotheses and for an additional question 

determined for the study. Findings indicated that attitudes of girls 

changed more than attitudes of boys, that attitudes of students who 

had not studied poetry in ninth grade changed more than attitudes of 

students who had studied poetry in ninth grade, and that each of the 

ability-grouped classes of students realized significant attitudinal 

changes after treatment. In addition, findings indicated that the 

numbers of students who did not read optional poetry decreased and 
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that the numbers of students who did read optional poetry increased 

after training in sensory awareness and mental imagery. 



Chapter Five 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS 

This chapter includes a summary of the study, conclusions 

drawn from the analysis of the data, and recommendations based on 

the findings of the study. 

SUMMARY 

Poetry, more than any other kind of literature, has the 

power to make its readers more aware, more imaginative, even more 

stable. Many students, however, neither enjoy, appreciate, understand, 

nor read poetry. Since poetry speaks the language of the imagination, 

the imager must be trained to use his imagination before we can 

expect a response to this genre. The purpose of the study, conse¬ 

quently, was to determine the changes in attitudes toward reading 

and writing descriptive poetry after training in sensory awareness 

and mental imagery. 

Literature related to the study was reviewed and reported in 

the following sequence: need for creativity, universality of 

creativity, imagination as a learning tool, need for imagination 

training, implementation of visual stimulation, extemalization of 

the imagination, goals of transpersonal education, and the vehicle 

of poetry. 
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The population consisted of fifty-seven tenth-grade students 

in three English classes assigned to the researcher at C. M. Russell 

High School in Great Falls, Montana. The three classes were grouped 

by ability as underachievers, average students, and accelerated 

students. 

The treatment for this experimental study was three weeks of 

training in sensory awareness and mental imagery within a unit of 

reading and writing descriptive poetry. Identical treatments were 

used for the three levels and were administered by the researcher. 

Data were accumulated from a questionnaire developed by the researcher 

and administered as a pretest and posttest. 

Five statistical hypotheses and an additional values question 

were formulated to answer the questions determined by the statement 

of the problem. The statistical tests employed were the t-test for 

dependent samples and the t-test for independent samples; accumulated 

data were organized into summary tables. 

CONCLUSIONS 

On the basis of the statistical analysis used in this study, 

two of the five null hypotheses were accepted, and three were rejected. 

The following paragraphs will discuss the hypotheses pertinent to the 

questions formulated for the study. 
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The first null hypothesis was retained: Attitudes of boys 

toward poetry will not change more than attitudes of girls toward 

poetry. The pretest mean for boys was eight points lower than the 

pretest mean for girls, and the boys* posttest mean was still one 

point under the girls' pretest mean. Although both groups of students 

showed changes significant at the .05 level, the changes in attitudes 

of girls was nearly four times greater than the changes in attitudes 

of boys. 

The second null hypothesis of the study was also accepted: 

Attitudes of those who have studied poetry in ninth grade will not 

change more than attitudes of those who have not studied poetry in 

ninth grade. Data supplied by the t-test for independent samples 

and analyzed for this study at the .05 level of significance indicated 

that those who had not studied poetry in ninth grade showed significant 

changes in attitudes, but those who had studied poetry did not show 

significant changes. The treatment of training in sensory awareness 

and mental imagery had the most significant effect on those students 

who had not been exposed to poetry previously. 

The third alternative hypothesis was accepted: Attitudes of 

underachievers toward poetry will change after treatment. Again, 

using the .05 level of significance, the underachievers showed signi¬ 

ficant favorable changes in attitudes. 
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The fourth alternative hypothesis was also accepted: Attitudes 

of average students toward poetry will change after treatment. At the 

.05 level of significance, the average students showed significant 

attitudinal changes. 

Attitudes of accelerated students toward poetry will change 

after treatment, the fifth alternative hypothesis, was accepted on the 

basis of data supplied by the t-test for dependent samples. At the 

.05 level of significance, accelerated students showed significant 

changes in attitudes. 

Moreover, accumulated data revealed that changes in attitudes 

of underachievers increased .74 more than the changes in attitudes of 

average students. Average students* attitudes, however, changed only 

.03 more than attitudes of accelerated students. The average and the 

accelerated students showed similar changes; however significant, 

those changes were exceeded by the attitudinal changes shown by the 

underachievers. In addition, the underachievers' pretest mean was 

eleven points below the average students' pretest mean, but the 

posttest mean of underachievers was close to equivalent to the 

average students' pretest mean. It is clear that although all three 

groups showed favorable and significant changes in attitudes, the 

underachievers' attitudes showed the most change. 

The final data analysis was made pertinent to the question. 

Was there an increase in the numbers of students who chose to read 
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poetry even when it was not assigned? The increase in the numbers of 

responses on the pretest and posttest indicated that there was indeed 

a change. Whereas only thirteen percent of the students responded 

affirmatively in the pretest; affirmative posttest responses increased 

to forty percent. Looking at each ability-grouped class reveals that 

after the treatment most of the average students and accelerated 

students decided to read poetry by choice; on the other hand, very few 

of the underachievers made that decision. These results seem to indi¬ 

cate that the effect of the attitudinal change would be more lasting 

for the average and accelerated students since they chose to do 

optional reading. The underachievers, however, who showed the most 

significant changes in attitudes, would still not choose to read 

poetry on their own. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

As suggested in the first chapter, education is the means by 

which people’s creative and imaginary powers can be deliberately 

developed. A balanced curriculum would provide an environment to 

stimulate the creative as well as the rational endowments of each 

individual. Stimulation, concentration, clarification, and extemal- 

ization — the entire creative process — must be touched. Training 

in sensory awareness and mental imagery applied directly to the 

reading and writing of descriptive poetry would enhance each step of 
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the creative process and thus would move students one step closer 

toward the optimum development of their creative potentials. 

Several recommendations are based on the results of this 

experimental study. 

The first recommendations are made to the high school English 

teacher: 

to use the treatment, training in sensory awareness and 

mental imagery, as the foundation of a unit in the reading and writing 

of descriptive poetry. (See Appendix B.) 

to use training in sensory awareness and mental imagery 

to favorably and significantly change students’ attitudes toward 

reading descriptive poetry. (See Appendix C.) 

to use training in sensory awareness and mental imagery 

to favorably and significantly change students’ attitudes toward 

writing descriptive poetry. (See Appendix D.) 

to be cognizant of the fact that training in sensory 

awareness and mental imagery favorably and significantly influences 

the attitudes of underachievers and accelerated students as well as 

the attitudes of average students. 

to be aware that the alertness and the sensitivity 

required by sensory awareness and mental imagery enhance students’ 

appreciation of poetry by instilling a desire for more! 
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to be aware that in order to derive maxitnun benefit and 

maximum creativity from training in sensory awareness and mental 

imagery, as well as from poetry, this treatment and genre should be 

initiated in students* careers earlier than tenth grade and should 

then be further developed each year. 

And therefore these recommendations for further study are made 

that training in sensory awareness and mental imagery be 

applied at the elementary level. 

that training in sensory awareness and mental imagery be 

applied at the junior high school level. 

that the training in sensory awareness and mental imagery 

be applied as a combined effort among English, music, and art depart¬ 

ments at the senior high school level. 

that this study be replicated for a fruitful experience 

and an amazing adventure! 

In the words of one tenth-grade poet, 

When a unit 
"unfreezes" hearts and minds, 
provides a way of escape into 

love and warmth, 
and brings out the beauty in the world. 

Then all of the hours put into it almost seem 
worthwhile. (JLC) 
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APPENDIX A 

POETRY INTEREST SURVEY SHEET 

PLEASE ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS HONESTLY. THE QUESTIONNAIRE WILL TAKE ONLY 
FIVE MINUTES OF YOUR TIME. YOUR RESPONSES, WHICH WILL BE HELD CONFIDENTIAL, WILL 
BE USED IN ASSESSING STUDENTS' INTERESTS IN AND EXPOSURES TO THE STUDY OF POETRY. 

CIRCLE ONE: MALE FEMALE 

ID NUMBER   

CLASS   

YES NO We studied poetry in our ninth-grade English class. 

YES NO I read poetry even when it is not assigned. 

FOR EACH STATEMENT 

SA AND SD 

5 4 3 2 1 

5 4 3 2 1 

5 4 3 2 1 

5 4 3 2 1 

5 4 3 2 1 

5 4 3 2 1 

5 4 3 2 1 

5 4 3 2 1 

5 4 3 2 1 

5 4 3 2 1 

5 4 3 2 1 

5 4 3 2 1 

5 4 3 2 1 

5 4 3 2 1 

4 3 2 1 

CIRCLE THE RESPONSE WHICH MOST ACCURATELY REVEALS YOUR OPINION: 

5 I strongly agree. 
4 I agree. 
3 I am neutral; I have no feelings one way or the other. 
2 I disagree. 
1 1 strongly disagree. 

I enjoy choosing greeting cards with appropriate poems for 
people's birthdays and anniversaries. 

I usually feel that I am able to understand the poetry I read. 

I like to observe the carefully-chosen, descriptive words which 
poets use in their poems. 

I like to read poetry. 

Poetry gives me ideas that help me know myself better.. 

Poetry gives me ideas that help me understand others better. 

I feel relaxed when I read poetry. 

I wish we studied poetry more often. 

I like to write poetry. 

As I read poetry, I try to visualize the scenes and characters. 

I believe that every student should have training in reading 
poetry. 

I like to write poems for people on special occasions, like 
birthdays. 

My appreciation of poetry aids in making my life happier. 

I like to write poems for my own enjoyment. 

Any student who reads poetry is bound to benefit. 5 
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APPENDIX B. 

EXAMPLES OF TECHNIQUES AND ACTIVITIES 

I 

Students studied the metaphor. The need for specificity and 
concreteness was discussed. Students were given a list of suggested 
abstract words and were assigned to write metaphors in order to create 
clear, personal definitions and descriptions (Hillocks, 1975). 

II 

Students studied the simile. The instructor provided objects 
for sensory impressions: cologne, gold braid, weeds, roses, foam, a 
wood carving, a stuffed animal, etc. Students touched, held, smelled, 
and closely scrutinized each object (Samuels and Samuels, 1975). 
They were instructed, as they observed, to write several adjectives 
and several similes for each object. They were also asked to use their 
imaginations and record something of which each object reminded them. 

After recording the data of the sensory impressions, students 
were shown how to use the sensory experience as the inspiration for a 
three-line poem: first line, descriptors, second line, simile, and 
third line, conclusion or image. (The students participated in the 
writing of several group poems before they began individual work.) 

Ill 

For a period of five days, students made three sensory 
impressions per day utilizing three objects of their own choosing and 
emphasizing a different sense for each object (Moffett and Wagner, 1976 
Nelson, D., 1976). Students then transformed their sensory experiences 
into poems, as above. 

IV 

Students read "The Great Lover" by Rupert Brooke. They 
discussed the images of his list, and then students attempted to list 
their own favorite sensory impressions. Barbra Streisand^ recording 
of "My Favorite Things" provided additional inspiration for this 
exercise. 
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V 

At the beginning of the class period, students were given 
lemons to feel, smell, observe, squeeze, and taste. The exercise 
was used as a means of awakening the senses. After the poetry for 
the day had been read and discussed, students were asked to close 
their eyes and relax. Then they were asked to allow their imagin¬ 
ations to re-create the experience with the lemons: "Imagine that 
you are standing in front of a blank screen and on the screen you 
see a picture of a lemon. As you look at the lemon, it becomes 
three dimensional and you are able to hold it in your hand. Notice 
the texture of the skin, all the little dots on the surface. . . . 
Smell the lemon and put it down on a table. Now pick up a knife 
and, very slowly, cut the lemon, noticing every movement. Mien the 
lemon is cut, look at the inside of it, noticing the white part, the 
sections inside, and the texture of each part. Now squeeze one part 
slightly and taste it. (Pause) When you are ready, open your eyes." 
(Roberts and Clark, 1975:504) A discussion of the power of the 
imagination followed, as well as a discussion of degrees of vividness 
of imagery. 

' VI 

Students studied tone and clues of tone in poetry by reading 
concrete poems and acrostics. Since a rose, for example, could pro¬ 
vide one with either joy or sadness, the poet must choose his tone 
and then must be consistent with his revelation. Students wrote 
acrostics in order to practice being consistent with tone and image. 

VII 

Students imaged the inspirations of samples of descriptive 
poetry, beginning with simple descriptions of animals in poems such 
as Tennyson's "The Eagle," Roethke's "The Bat," and Dickinson's "A 
Narrow Fellow in the Grass." They proceeded to the more complex images 
and multiple images in Masefield's "Sea Fever," Wordsworth's 
"Daffodils," and Owen's "Dulce Et Decorum Est." The power of poetry 
to evoke images from alert readers was stressed. 

VIII 

Students read a sonnet by Edna St. Vincent Millay entitled 
"On Hearing a Symphony of Beethoven." They were told the story of 
Beethoven's Symphony No. 6 in F Major, "Pastoral," and were asked 
to try to image the festivities and storm as they listened to a 
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recording of the Third and Fourth Movements. The images which were 
evoked and enhanced by the music were discussed. 

Students read "Jabberwocky" by Lewis Carroll and then worked 
to describe the monster and setting before retelling the tale in their 
own words. Students were then invited to attend a brief concert by 
the school's Chanteur Choir who performed their rendition of "Jabber¬ 
wocky," complete with choreography. (The choir had performed the 
number for the music festival earlier in the year.) A discussion of 
images and tone ensued with help from the choir director who showed 
students how words are "colored" musically to enhance tone. 

IX 

Students studied meters in several poems, such as "Boots" and 
"The Song of the Shirt," and discussed how meter could provide the 
musical background to enhance a poem's tone. Students were asked to 
again capture sensory impressions, real or imaginary this time, and 
then emphasize tone through various appropriate meters. Beginning 
lines which set appropriate tones were given; the students were en¬ 
couraged to add at least three lines to the line given. They were 
encouraged to write their own first-lines and follow them through; 
the use of rhyme schemes was an option. 

X 

Throughout the unit there was stress upon hearing and seeing 
poetry. The instructor read aloud; students read aloud; recordings 
were used. Also, students' poems were dittoed or written on the 
board so that students could see and hear their own work as well as 
the work of professionals. 
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APPENDIX C. 

SELECTED DESCRIPTIVE POETRY 

’The Bat” by Theodore Roethke 
’Boots” by Rudyard Kipling 
'The Bustle in a House” by Emily Dickinson 
'Composed Upon Westminster Bridge” by William Wordsworth 
‘Daffodils” by William Wordsworth 
’The Death of the Hired Man” by Robert Frost 
’Dulce Et Decorum Est” by Wilfrid Owen 
’The Eagle” by Alfred, Lord Tennyson 
’Eight” by Rod McKuen 
’Empty House” by Stephen Spender 
’For a Dead Kitten” by Sara Henderson Hay 
’The Great Lover” by Rupert Brooke 
‘The Heart" by Stephen Crane 
’The High School Band” by Reed Whitmore 
’If You Could Read My Mind" by Gordon Lightfoot 
’in-Just" by e. e. cummings 
’In-Trade” by Lola Sierra 
’Jabberwocky" by Lewis Carroll 
’A Journey" by M. Joe Eaton and Malcolm Glass 
’A Mighty Fortress is Our God” by Martin Luther 
’A Narrow Fellow in the Grass” by Emily Dickinson 
’old age sticks" by e. e. cummings 
’On Hearing a Symphony of Beethoven" by Edna St. Vincent Millay 
’The Owl-Critic" by James T. Fields 
'Pretty Words" by Elinor Wylie 
’Sea Fever” by John Masefield 
’The Song of the Shirt” by Thomas Hood 
'To Look at Any Thing" by John Moffitt 
'The Toys" by Coventry Patmore 
'Unfolding Bud” by Naoshi Koriyama 
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APPENDIX D. 

SAMPLES OF STUDENTS' POETRY 

METAPHORS 

FRIENDSHIP is a long letter. (TR) 
HAPPINESS is visiting old people. SADNESS is visiting old people. (BV) 
SECURITY is knowing your parents are under the same roof when the 

lights go out. (JA) 
LONELINESS is a silent phone. (LG) 
PAIN is a salted hangnail. (VO) 
TRIUMPH is saying "I told you so" to your mother. (LE) 
ANGER is running laps for a fat gyra teacher. (JN) 
DISOBEDIENCE is telling your dad to wash the car himself. (SBH) 
FRIENDSHIP is a coke with two straws. (MF) 

SIMILES 
(Inspiration is given in parentheses.) 

(weeds) Coarse, noisy, sharp 
Like a pineapple in the store or a magic pin cushion. (BA) 

(foam) Squeezy, soft, fluffy 
Like marshmallows afloat. (KS) 

(rubber snake) Damp, gloomy, and smoke-black 
Like the dark silence of a coat-infested closet. (JN) 

(fabric) Coarse, prickly 
Like a wallpaper of macrame. (MJ) 

(tooth polish) Fresh and rough 
Like drying your hands with sandpaper 
Or putting on a new pair of jeans. (SF) 

(weeds) Useless and brittle 
Like the death of a child. (GG) 

SENSORY IMPRESSIONS IN TERCETS 
(Inspiration is given in parentheses.) 

(weeds) Dry, brown, brittle (weeds) Dry, prickly, and thorny 
Like an old man. Like a rolling tumbleweed 
Autumn forever. (MDE) The words came as the feud 

of old revived. (EW) 
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(ether) Putrid, antiseptic, and sterile 
Like a dentist's office of the Western days 
The ether recalls memories of my aunt's death. (GG) 

(mug) Heavy, brown, and rustic 
Like a rotting tree stump in the tranquil forest 
It serves to collect the dust of time. (LN) 

(pin) Old, worn, and golden 
Like the crown of an ancient king 
This brooch whispers of my grandmother's youth. (IA) 

(cologne) Deep, very deep. Mushy, heavy and light 
Like a sunny meadow in mountains, the rainy woods. 
There in it are flowers. Dinner parties and concerts. 

Elegance. France. (VO) 

(pencil) Long and thin 
Like a soda straw 
Sucking ideas from the mind to the page. (SBH) 

(cologne) Sophisticated, moody, and sad 
Like a sharp intake of breath 
The midnight rains of New York. (KH) 

(rose) Deep magenta, thorny green. Irresistably hypnotic, musky 
pungence, velvet and magnetic. 

An endless silk ribbon, jumbled pigments on an artist's 
palette. 

It's a mysterious woman, a torch of orange twilight; 
summer formals and tuxedos. (VO) 

(weeds) Dry, cracked, and useless 
Like the sand on a dry desert 
The weeds assure us that God has done better. (JLC) 

(ether) Strong, dark, ominous 
Like a storm coming to life 
The hatred of a friend. (TR) 

(mud) Sticky yet slippery 
My fingers wallow like pigs 
In a natural pool of melting ice cream. (JK) 
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ACROSTICS 

Having something to ride 
On a hot summer's day, like a 
Red 
Streak of lightning on an 
Endless plain. (BA) 

Pie 
In 
Zesty sauce with 
Zillions of 
Anchovies. (CF) 

Sitting on a doorstep 
A man 
Deprived of love. (MF) 

Looking deeply into 
One pair of 
Very understanding 
Eyes. (JK) 

Willingly 
Armies 
Ruin and 
Scar. (VO) 

Swirling bits of 
Nature's 
One great 
Winter wonder. (LG) 

Often sad, but not always. 
Loneliness 
Doesn't have to rule 
Although some may think so. 
Geritol isn't as bad as 
Everybody says. (TR) 

Aspiring to 
Create or do something great 
Then not attempting to do 
It is 
Only 
Nonsense. (TG) 

Longing to 
Escape 
And 
Fall. (ED) 

Flowing with 
Lasting beauty it 
Opens, trying to 
Wriggle itself free for an 
Eternity to show its 
Radiant petals. (LN) 

Sunshine opens our eyes to 
Pleasure and warmth which 
Reveal new things and 
Inspire everyone to 
Notice 
God's new season. (JEC) 

Great 
Out 
Doors. (LL) 

Dreams make the 
Reality of the 
Entire world seem 
A most 
Minor 
Situation. (JLC) 

Spiritless 
Tame and 
Uneventful, and you ask 
Do we study? Study, Sir? 
You think we study? In this 
Humdrum 
Apathetic 
Listless place? Nay, Sir, I 

say again, nay. We visit 
the 

Land of nod. Sir. (SBH) 

Negative 
Ogres of parents. (MDE) 
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IAMBIC TETRAMETER QUATRAINS 

He slithers, slides, and slips along 
Through thick and tall green grass 
He peers out from his silent home 
When someone wanders past. (TG) 

A seagull sails above the sea 
His wings spread like a kite __ 
I stand on hard unmoving ground 
And watch his ease of flight. (KB) 

The sun above is bright and free 
And shining down and buggin* me 
fCause I hate spring as much as fun 
They both bring joy to everyone. 

In spring who cares if flowers 
bloom? 

They speak to me of lots of doom. 

The sun above is bright and free 
And floating in the sky 
I cannot reach it with my hands 
I reach it with my eyes. 

How wonderful it seems to me 
To sit up there alone. 
No one to bother me, but me. 

And who wants green upon the trees? I would be on my own! (SLH) 
I liked ’em brown. Kill all the bees! 

(MDE) 

COUPLETS IN RESPONSE TO RUPERT 

I love the gentle summer rain 
Upon my fragile window pane, 
A baby's laugh, a Valentine 
A little room that’s only mine. 
I love the mountains, topped with snow, and 
Soft blue dresses with satin bows. 
A single rose, so sweet and red 
And the homey smell of just-baked bread. 
I love the smell of springtime grass 
The antique look of polished brass. 
I love the sound of choirs singing. 
Organs playing, church bells ringing 
Grandma's hands, so soft and old 
A best friend's secret, never told. (LG) 

The feel of spring and the blue, blue sky 
The chirp of birds and a baby's cry 
Mellow, soft music and newly-washed hair 
Small, sweet children without any care 
Sunrise on the ocean, the sunset on the sea 
These I have loved and mean so much to me. (SLH) 
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The smell of a ranch in the early morn 
And the feel of silk from fresh grown corn. 
Dull, yellow pages from leather-bound books 
Crumpled old hats and rusty fish hooks. 
The sight of a hawk soaring high in the sky 
And the wish that I too could be able to fly. 
The call of an elk from deep in the woods 
And grey riding cloaks with rough, woolen hoods. 
A cry from a gull as it dives in the seas 
And a walk in a meadow with grass to my knees 
And most of all spider webs sparkling with dew 
That are spun in the woods while the day is still new 
Some things I love, here are a few, 
I hope you like them as much as I do. (MDE) 

These I have loved: 
Songs filled with sadness that leave my heart pining; 
Tall, majestic oaks that are perfect for climbing. 
Movies that when I leave make me feel good. 
Sunsets bursting with myriads of color which should 
Be on a palette, richly sweet pies that are filled with cream, 
Warm nights that come from an unknown dream. 
Tattered old books telling of a girl named Drew, 
The sky when it is fluffy, inviting, and blue; 
Big brass beds that completely envelop. 
Problems and joys that continually develop; 
A fragrance or sound that makes me reminisce. 
The sticky, sweet touch of a young child’s kiss 
A walk through a forest in sunshine or rain 
The feeling, when I am generous, that those people in pain 
Will never again have to worry or hurt; 
The sharp, crinkly sound of a freshly-ironed shirt. (JLC) 

Poets are two kinds: an intellectual with an acquired personality, 
and an inspired one who was a self before his human training began. 
But the difference between intelligence and inspiration in poetry is 
like the difference between sharp fingernails that mangle the skin and 
ethereal lips that kiss and heal the body's sores. (Kahlil Gibran) 


